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starting with the textbook series. He is a highly acclaimed educator with two decades of experience teaching computer science courses, primarily at Haywood Community College. Tony was previously elected North Carolina Community College Teacher of the Year and received the Teaching Excellence
Award from the National Institute of Employees and Organizational Development. Starting Out With includes introductory textbooks covering logic and programming design, C++, Java™, Microsoft® Basic Visual®, Microsoft®C#, Python, inventor of the program, and Alice, all published by Pearson. Judy
Walters is associate professor of computer science at North Central College in Naperville, Illinois, where she teaches courses in both computer science and media studies. He is also very involved with international programs at his college and has spent three samsetts teaching in Costa Rica, where he
hopes to one day retire. Godfrey Mugenda is a professor of computer science at North Central College. He teaches a wide variety of courses at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, including algorithms courses, computer organization, web applications, and web services. About this title may
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-Choice- United States Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Postal Code: Please enter a valid zip code. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for zip code. For C++ programming courses.  C++ principles are intended for experienced novices and programmers alike for use in a two-
course, three-term, or one-term C++ acceleration this Nine Edition of Starting Out with C++: Early Objects introducs the fundamentals of C++ to novices and experienced programmers alike. Clearly, easy-to-understand terms introduce the text of all the necessary topics for starter C++ programmers. Real-
world examples allow readers to use their knowledge of how, why and when to implement C++ features. Text is organized in a progressive, step-by-step fashion that allows flexibility. Building in popularity of previous versions, the ninth edition has been updated and enhanced with new content including
C++11 topics and recent technological changes. Note: You are buying a standalone product; MyLab™ &amp; Mastering™ does not come packaged with this content. If students are interested in buying this title with MyLab &amp; Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and Course ID package.
Coaches, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you want to buy both physical text and MyLab &amp; Mastering, search for: 0134520521/9780134520520 Start with C++: Primary Objects Plus MyProgrammingLab with Pearson EText - Access Card Pack, 9/e Package includes:
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novices and experienced programmers alike intended for use in two courses, three courses, or accelerating a C++ programming sequence course, this ninth edition of Start with C++: Primary Objects introduces C++ principles to novices and experienced students alike. Clearly, easy-to-understand terms
introduce the text of all the necessary topics for starter C++ programmers. Real-world examples allow students to see their knowledge of how, why, and when to implement C++ features. Text is organized in a progressive, step-by-step fashion that allows flexibility. Building in popularity of previous
versions, the ninth edition has been updated and enhanced with new content including C++11 topics and recent technological changes. Learning Personalization with MyProgrammingLab Is an online learning system designed to engage students and improve results. MyProgrammingLab includes a series
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starting students who often struggle with basic concepts of programming languages. Interactive practice provides a first-hand programming experience in an interactive online environment. Approximately two hundred small exercises cover topics such as variables, calculations, decision statements, loops,
procedures, arrays, and more. Error messages for incorrect responses give students instant personal feedback. Error messages include both feedback from the compiler and a simple English interpretation of the most likely causes for incorrect response. Step by step VideoNote tutorials enhance the
programming concepts presented in their Pearson textbook by allowing students to view the entire problem-solving process outside the classroom – when they need more help. Pearson eText gives students access to their textbook at any time, anywhere. In addition to taking note, highlighting, and
marking, eText offers interactive features and sharing. Rich media options allow students to watch lectures and videos for example they read or do their homework. Educators can share their opinions or highlights, and students can add themselves and create a tight community of learners in your class.
Pearson's mobile EText app allows existing subscribers to access their titles on an iPad or Android tablet for online or offline viewing. Dynamic grading and evaluation provide automatic grading of student assignments, save your time and provide students instant learning opportunities: list dynamic tracks
your performance and maintain a record of submissions. The coded color grade book will give you a quick look at the progress of your classes. Easily practice to get information about a single student's performance or a particular problem. Gradebook results can be exported to Excel to use with your LMS.
About the new book! C++11 threads have been added to several chapters to support the latest standard version of the C++ language. Update! Updated content throughout the book reflects changes in technology environments and software development, improved clarity and inclusion of best practices in
introductory programming training. As a result, new graphics and new or redesigned faces have been added throughout the book where appropriate, and new or improved sample apps are included in a number of chapters. New! Includes new sections in literal, random numbers, and A variety of data, as
well as improved materials in design classes. New! Problems with the new programming challenge have been added to each chapter. Update! Chapters are redesigned to improve student learning. Chapter 5 (Looping) has been reorganized to give students more practice using loops while before
introducing do-while and for loops. Article 6 (functions) about defining and recalling functions has been reorganized to introduce the function prototypes earlier and allow the original to always be the first function in a file. Conceptual statements at the beginning of each major sector summarize key sector
ideas. More than 350 full examples highlight topics through practical, real-world example programs that students can run themselves. App outputs use samples to show students how each app performs. Closing it all together sections at the end of each season shows students how to do something clever
and fun with the material covered in that season. VideoNotes offers a series of online videos developed specifically for text and available online. Inspections of questions submitted each season for self-testing. Notes appear throughout the text, providing short explanations of relevant, interesting, and mis-
understood points. Warning students caution about techniques, practices, and features that can lead to failure of apps or lost data. Case studies that simulate real-world applications appear across text in many chapters. Reviews and exercises per season provide a complete and varied set of questions for
reviews, such as filling in empty and short-answering questions that examine student mastery over the basic materials presented in the chapter. These are looking for exercises that require problem solving, such as algorithm work benches, output predictions, and finding error sections. Each season ends
with a soft skills exercise that focuses on communication skills and group process. Answers to individual number babes and review exercises are presented in appendix D behind the book. The challenges of programming solide knowledge and present real-world problems. Group projects across the text
encourage teamwork within the classroom. C++ quick reference guide is printed on the back cover inside.  About the topics of C++11 the book has been added to several chapters to support the latest standard version of the C++ language. Update! Updated content throughout the book reflects changes in
technology environments and software development, improved clarity and inclusion of best practices in introductory programming training. As a result, new graphics and new or redesigned faces have been added throughout the book where appropriate, and new or improved sample apps are included in a
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instant and personalized feedback, MyProgrammingLab improves the programming competence of starting students who often struggle with basic concepts of programming languages. Interactive practice provides a first-hand programming experience in an interactive online environment. Approximately
two hundred small exercises cover topics such as variables, calculations, decision statements, loops, procedures, arrays, and more. Error messages for incorrect responses give students instant personal feedback. Error messages include both feedback from the compiler and a simple English
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